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1. Introduction

When I arrived at Imperial College as a postdoc in the autumn of 1978, many

of the early conversations I had with Professor Abdus Salam revolved around the

rôle of higher derivative terms in quantum gravity. One-loop quantum corrections

to general relativity in 4-dimensional spacetime produce ultraviolet divergences of

curvature-squared structure.1 Inclusion of
∫
d4x
√
−g(αCµνρσC

µνρσ + βR2) terms

ab initio in the gravitational action leads to a renormalizable D = 4 theory,2 but

at the price of a loss of unitarity owing to the modes arising from the CµνρσC
µνρσ

term, where Cµνρσ is the Weyl tensor. a

In 1978, Salam and Strathdee argued,3 on the basis of Froissart boundedness

for gravitational cross sections, that such quadratic curvature terms ought to be

included in the initial gravitational action and proposed ideas on how the resulting

tensor ghost could be made innocuous. At the end of the paper, they suggested

that the ghost might be avoided should there be a nontrivial ultraviolet fixed point

for the quadratic curvature coefficients.

More recently, this perspective has been turned on its head. We now know that

the quadratic curvature theory is asymptotically free4,5 in the higher-derivative

couplings. This has been exploited in the asymptotic safety scenario, considering the

possibility that there may be a non-Gaussian renormalization-group fixed point for

Newton’s constant and the cosmological constant with associated flow trajectories

on which the ghost states arising from the (Weyl)
2

term might be absent.6–8

Another context in which quadratic curvature has seriously been considered is

inflation. At the linearized level, I had showed9 that the −R + βR2 theory is

aIn D = 4 spacetime dimensions, this (Weyl)2 term is equivalent, up to a topological total deriva-
tive via the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, to the combination α(RµνRµν − 1

3
R2).
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equivalent to a theory with ordinary massless spin-two plus a non-ghost massive

spin-zero mode; Brian Whitt later generalized this to the nonlinear level.10 This

was the basis for Starobinsky’s
∫
d4x
√
−g(−R+βR2) model for inflation,11,12 which

has been quoted as a good fit to CMB fluctuation data from the Planck satellite.13

In order for this to fit the cosmological data, the dimensionless coefficient of the R2

term needs to be large, moreover, of the order of 1010 giving a scale for the spin-zero

mode mass around five orders of magnitude below the Planck scale.

2. Classical gravity with higher derivatives

Here, we shall simply adopt the point of view that it may be appropriate to take the

higher-derivative terms and their consequences for gravitational solutions seriously

in an effective theory of quantum gravity. We wish to study in particular the spheri-

cally symmetric classical solutions, i.e. the counterparts of the classic Schwarzschild

solution in Einstein theory. The recent results presented here have been obtained

in collaboration with Hong Lü, Alun Perkins and Chris Pope14–16.

We consider the gravitational action

I =

∫
d4x
√
−g(γR− αCµνρσCµνρσ + βR2) . (1)

The field equations following from this higher-derivative action, supplied also

with a standard Tµν matter stress tensor source, are

Hµν = γ

(
Rµν −

1

2
gµνR

)
+

2

3
(α− 3β)∇µ∇νR− 2α�Rµν

+
1

3
(α+ 6β) gµν�R− 4αRηλRµηνλ + 2

(
β +

2

3
α

)
RRµν

+
1

2
gµν

(
2αRηλRηλ −

(
β +

2

3
α

)
R2

)
=

1

2
Tµν . (2)

2.1. Separation of modes in the linearized theory

Solving the full set of nonlinear field equations (2) is clearly a challenge. One can

make initial progress by restricting the metric to infinitesimal fluctuations about

flat space, defining hµν = κ−1(gµν − ηµν) (where κ2 = 32πG) and then restricting

attention to field equations linearized in hµν , or equivalently by restricting attention

to quadratic terms in hµν in the action. The action then becomes

ILin =

∫
d4x{−1

4
hµν(2α�− γ)�P (2)

µνρσh
ρσ

+
1

2
hµν [6β�− γ]�P (0;s)

µνρσh
ρσ} ; (3)

P (2)
µνρσ =

1

2
(θµρθνσ + θµσθνρ)− P (0;s)

µνρσ

P (0;s)
µνρσ =

1

3
θµνθρσ θµν = ηµν − ωµν ωµν = ∂µ∂ν/� ,
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where the indices are lowered and raised with the flat background metric ηµν . From

this linearized action (3) one deduces9 the dynamical content of the linearized the-

ory:

• positive-energy massless spin-two

• negative-energy massive spin-two with mass m2 = γ
1
2 (2α)−

1
2

• positive-energy massive spin-zero with mass m0 = γ
1
2 (6β)−

1
2

The key obstacle to the physical interpretation of such theories is clearly the

presence of the negative-energy massive spin-two mode, which formed the subject

of our 1978 discussions with Salam and many further discussions in the literature.

3. Spherically symmetric solutions

In searching for spherically symmetric solutions to these equations, we initially

consider vacuum solutions with Tµν = 0, but we shall return to consider simple

distributional models of stress-tensor coupling in due course. We use Schwarzschild

coordinates ds2 = −B(r)dt2 +A(r)dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2). Owing to the Bianchi

identities following from the theory’s general coordinate invariance, one simplifica-

tion is that the Hrr equation is just of third order:

24r4A3B4Hrr = 8r3A2B2B(3) (r(α− 3β)B′ − 2(α+ 6β)B)

− 4r2AB2A′′
(
r2(α− 3β)B′2 − 4r(α+ 6β)BB′ + 4(α− 12β)B2

)
− 4r4(α− 3β)A2B2B′′2

− 4r2ABB′′
(

2rBA′ (r(α− 3β)B′ − 2(α+ 6β)B)

+A
(
3r2(α− 3β)B′2 − 12r(α+ 3β)BB′ + 8(α+ 6β)B2

))
+ 7r2B2A′2

(
r2(α− 3β)B′2 − 4r(α+ 6β)BB′ + 4(α− 12β)B2

)
+ 2r2ABA′B′

(
3r2(α− 3β)B′2 − 4r(2α+ 3β)BB′ + 4(α+ 24β)B2

)
+ 24A3B3

(
γr3B′ +B

(
γr2 − 12β

))
+A2

(
7r4(α− 3β)B′4 − 4r3(5α+ 12β)BB′3

− 4r2(α− 48β)B2B′2 + 32r(α+ 6β)B3B′ − 16(α− 21β)B4

)
+ 8A4B4

(
2α− 6β − 3γr2

)
, (4)

where primes denote derivatives with respect to the radial coordinate r up through

the second order, while (3) denotes a third derivative with respect to r.

The other independent field equation would natively be of fourth order, but

one may also reduce this to third order by taking the right combination
(
Htt −

X(r)Hrr−Y (r)∂rHrr

)
of equations combined with the d/dr derivative of Equation
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(4). The resulting equation is then also of maximal third order:

2r4A5B2 (αrB′ − 3βrB′ − 2αB − 12βB)
2
(
Htt −X(r)Hrr − Y (r)∂rHrr

)
=

72αβr3A2A(3)B4 (r(α− 3β)B′ − 2(α+ 6β)B)

+ 36αβr2AB3A′′
(

13rBA′ (2(α+ 6β)B − r(α− 3β)B′)

− 2A(−r2(α− 3β)B′2 + r(α+ 6β)BB′ + 2(α+ 6β)B2)

)
+ 12βr4(α− 3β)A3B2B′′2 ((α+ 6β)B − r(α− 3β)B′)

+ 4r3A2BB′′
(

3βBA′
(
r2(α− 3β)2B′2 + r

(
α2 − 15αβ + 36β2

)
BB′ − 6α(α+ 6β)B2

)
− 3βAB′

(
−r2(α− 3β)2B′2 − 6αr(α− 3β)BB′ + 2

(
7α2 + 48αβ + 36β2

)
B2
)

+ γ(−r)(α− 3β)A2B2 (2(α+ 6β)B − r(α− 3β)B′)

)
+ 504αβr3B4A′3 (r(α− 3β)B′ − 2(α+ 6β)B)

− 3βr2AB2A′2
(
r3(α− 3β)2B′3 + 3r2

(
17α2 − 57αβ + 18β2

)
BB′2

− 60αr(α+ 6β)B2B′ − 4
(
23α2 + 150αβ + 72β2

)
B3

)
− 6βrA2BA′

(
r4(α− 3β)2B′4 + r3

(
11α2 − 39αβ + 18β2

)
BB′3 − 4r2

(
8α2 + 51αβ + 18β2

)
B2B′2

+ 4r
(
11α2 − 12αβ + 18β2

)
B3B′ − 16

(
4α2 + 21αβ − 18β2

)
B4

)
+A3

(
− 4r(α− 3β)B4B′

(
12β(5α+ 3β) + r(α− 3β)A′

(
γr2 − 12β

))
− 2r2B3B′2

(
6β
(
α2 + 66αβ + 36β2

)
+ γr3(α− 3β)2A′

)
− 8(α+ 6β)B5

(
−6β(5α+ 3β)− rA′

(
2α
(
γr2 − 6β

)
+ 3β

(
12β + γr2

)))
− 3βr5(α− 3β)2B′5 + 3βr4

(
−19α2 + 51αβ + 18β2

)
BB′4 + 12βr3

(
13α2 + 84αβ + 36β2

)
B2B′3

)
− 8A5B4

(
r(α− 3β)B′

(
α
(
γr2 − 6β

)
+ 6β

(
3β + γr2

))
+ (α+ 6β)B

(
α
(
6β − 2γr2

)
− 3β

(
6β + γr2

)))
− 2A4B2

(
γr5(α− 3β)2B′3 − 6r2(α− 3β)BB′2

(
α
(
γr2 − 4β

)
+ 3β

(
4β + γr2

))
+ 4r(α− 3β)B2B′

(
α
(
γr2 − 24β

)
+ 6β

(
γr2 − 6β

))
+ 4

(
2α2 + 15αβ + 18β2

)
B3
(
12β + γr2

))
.

(5)
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3.1. Static and spherically symmetric solutions of the linearized

theory

Now we come to the question of what happens to spherically symmetric gravi-

tational solutions in the higher-curvature theory. From the system (4,5) of two

coupled ordinary differential equations of maximal third order, one expects to have

a total of six integration constants. In the linearized theory, one indeed finds a

six-parameter general solution to the source-free field equations HL
µν = 0, where

C,C2,0, C2,+, C2,−, C0,+, C0,− are the integration constants:

A(r) =

1− C20

r
− C2+ e

m2r

2r
− C2− e

−m2r

2r
+ C0+ e

m0r

r
+ C0− e

−m0r

r

+ 1
2C

2+m2e
m2r − 1

2C
2−m2e

−m2r − C0+m0e
m0r + C0−m0e

−m0r

B(r) =

C +
C20

r
+ C2+ e

m2r

r
+ C2− e

−m2r

r
+ C0+ e

m0r

r
+ C0− e

−m0r

r
(6)

As one might expect from the dynamics of the linearized theory, the general

static, spherically symmetric solution is a combination of a massless Newtonian 1/r

potential plus rising and falling Yukawa potentials arising in both the spin-two and

spin-zero sectors. When coupling to non-gravitational matter fields is made via

standard hµνTµν minimal coupling, one gets values for these integration constants

from the specific form of the source stress tensor. Requiring asymptotic flatness and

coupling to a point-source positive-energy matter delta function Tµν = δ0µδ
0
νMδ3(~x),

for example, one finds

A(r) = 1 +
κ2M

8πγr
− κ2M(1 +m2r)

12πγ

e−m2r

r
− κ2M(1 +m0r)

24πγ

e−m0r

r

B(r) = 1− κ2M

8πγr
+
κ2M

6πγ

e−m2r

r
− κ2M

24πγ

e−m0r

r
, (7)

with specific combinations of the Newtonian 1/r and falling Yukawa potential cor-

rections arising from the spin-two and spin-zero sectors.

Note that in the Einstein-plus-quadratic-curvature theory, there is no Birkhoff

theorem. For example, in the linearized theory, coupling to the stress tensor for an

extended source like a perfect fluid with pressure P constrained within a radius `

by an elastic membrane,

Tµν = diag[P, [P − 1
2`δ(r − `)]r

2, [P − 1
2`δ(r − `)]r

2 sin2 θ, 3M(4π`3)−1] , (8)
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one finds for the external B(r) function

B(r) = 1− κ2M

8πγr
+
κ2e−m2r

γr

{
M

2π`3

[
` cosh(m2`)

m2
2

− sinh(m2`)

m3
2

]
−P

[
sinh(m2`)

m3
2

− ` cosh(m2`)

m2
2

+
`2 sinh(m2`)

3m2

]}
−κ

2e−m0r

2γr

{
M

4π`3

[
` cosh(m0`)

m2
0

− sinh(m0`)

m3
0

]
−P

[
sinh(m0`)

m3
0

− ` cosh(m0`)

m2
0

+
`2 sinh(m0`)

3m0

]}
(9)

depending on the M , P and ` source parameters but limiting to the point-source

result (7) as `→ 0.

3.2. Frobenius Asymptotic Analysis

Proceeding on to confront the full nonlinear theory, if one restricts attention to so-

lutions that are asymptotically flat as one approaches spatial infinity, the linearized

analysis of Section 3.1 will serve to characterize correctly the behavior of solutions

to the full theory as r →∞, but one needs to complement this with an analysis of

solutions at small radii as well. One may use the Frobenius technique of asymptotic

analysis of the field equations near the origin through study of the indicial equations

for behavior as r → 0.9 Let

A(r) = asr
s + as+1r

s+1 + as+2r
s+2 + · · ·

B(r) = btr
t + bt+1r

t+1 + bt+2r
t+2 + · · ·

and analyze the conditions necessary for the lowest-order terms in r of the field

equations Hµν = 0 to be satisfied. This gives the following results,15 for the general

α, β theory:

(s, t) = (1,−1) with 5 free parameters (10a)

(s, t) = (0, 0) with 3 free parameters (10b)

(s, t) = (2, 2) with 6 free parameters (10c)

Of the three types of r → 0 asymptotic behavior (10), the (10b) type (0, 0) solu-

tions are fully regular at the origin, and are the analogues of the 2-parameter family

of flat spacetimes in Einstein theory (where the integration constants correspond

to the independent scale coefficients in gtt and grr). This is the “vacuum” family

of solutions, which needs no sources. Consider now the coupling of a spherically

symmetric solution to an “egg-shell” spherically symmetric δ-function source with

a small radius ε surrounding the r = 0 origin. Inside the shell, the solution can

only be of the (0,0) nonsingular type, needing no source. Now suppose that outside

the shell one has a solution that would be of (2,2) type if one continued it all the

way in to r = 0. Count parameters in this setup: 3 inside + 6 outside = 9 initially.
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However, from the two third-order field equations (4,5) there are 6 continuity and

‘jump’ conditions across the δ-function source. So one really has 9-6=3 parameters

left free. These 3 so-far unfixed parameters are just what is needed to impose 2

boundary conditions at spatial infinity to eliminate the rising exponential solutions,

plus one ‘trivial’ parameter that is fixed by requiring g00 → −1 as r →∞.

Thus one concludes that the exterior (2, 2) solution fits precisely with a positive-

energy distributional source in the full non-linear theory. Exterior (1,-1) and (0,0)

solutions would, however, be overdetermined according to the parameter counts of

Equations (10a,10b). So coupling to a positive-energy distributional source works

properly just for the (2, 2) family. This may be compared with the behavior of the

scalar Green function for a (�� − m2�) kinetic operator in D = 4. Although a

pure 1/r term is a solution to the ‘vacuum’ equation (�� −m2�)φ = 0 ignoring

sources, it is not the one that couples properly to a positive δ-function source: for a

static −kδ3(x) source, one instead obtains a solution k
4π ( 1

r −
1
r exp(−mr)). In order

to obtain just a pure 1
r solution, one would need to couple to a non-positive source

involving a mixed combination of δ3(x) and �δ3(x).

4. Numerical solution families

The analysis of Section 3 establishes the general structure of asymptotically flat

spherically symmetric solutions at spatial infinity and as one approaches the r → 0

origin. Finding out how solutions behave in between these asymptotic regions calls

for numerical analysis. We shall find a variety of types of behavior: horizonless (2, 2)

solutions, wormholes and Schwarzschild and non-Schwarzschild black hole solutions

with horizons.

4.1. (2, 2) solutions without horizons

The egg-shell distributional source analysis of Section 3.2 suggests that (2, 2) solu-

tions may have a special rôle among the families of spherically symmetric solutions

of the quadratic curvature theory (1). In order to learn more about them, one

needs to apply numerical methods. We now omit further discussion of sources and

consider just the ’vacuum’ solutions to (2) with Tµν = 0. The task is to match up

solutions at spatial infinity with (2, 2) asymptotic behavior approaching the r = 0

origin. For asymptotically flat solutions with nonzero spin-two Yukawa coefficient

C2− 6= 0 in the r →∞ asymptotic region, one numerically finds (2, 2) family solu-

tions that have no horizon in the m2 = m0 theory17 and in the R − C2 theory,15

as shown in Figure 1.

Such (2, 2) horizonless solutions asymptotically approach the Schwarzschild so-

lution for large r, but differ strikingly in what would have been the inner-horizon

region. Although there is a curvature singularity at the origin in the (2, 2) class

of solutions (e.g. for this class, one has RµνρσR
µνρσ = 20a−22 r−8 + · · · ), this is a

timelike singularity, unlike the spacelike singularity of the Schwarzschild solution.
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Fig. 1. Horizonless solution in R+ C2 theory, behaving as r2 in both A(r) and B(r) as r → 0.

4.2. Wormholes

Another solution type has the character of a “wormhole” between different sheets

of spacetime. Such solutions can have either sign of M ∼ −C20 and either sign of

the falling Yukawa coefficient C2−. As an example, one finds a solution with M < 0

in the R− C2 theory In this solution, f(r) = 1/A(r) reaches zero at a point where

2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0
r

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

B(r)

f(r)

Fig. 2. “Wormhole” solution: (r) = 1/A(r) reaches zero at a point where B(r) = a20 > 0.

B(r) = a20 > 0. Making a coordinate change r − r0 = 1
4ρ

2, one then has

ds2 = −(a20 + 1
4B
′(r0)ρ2)dt2 +

dρ2

f ′(r0)
+ (r20 + 1

2r0ρ
2)dΩ2

which is Z2 symmetric in ρ and can be interpreted as a “wormhole” passage between

ρ > 0 and ρ < 0 spacetime regions, with the r < r0 region excluded from spacetime.

5. Solutions with horizons

Solutions with horizons require a different approach because the presence of a hori-

zon complicates the numerical analysis coming in from spatial infinity. The presence
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of a horizon together with asymptotic flatness yields a substantial simplification of

the relevant equations however, owing to a ‘no-hair’ theorem15,18 for the trace of

the field equation (2).

5.1. No-hair Theorems and Horizons

For β > 0 (i.e. for non-tachyonic m2
0 > 0), take the trace of the Hµν = 0 field

equation to obtain (
�− γ

6β

)
R = 0 . (11)

Consider a 3D spatial slice of spacetime at a fixed time t on which hab is the 3D

metric and N = −tatbgab is the (norm)2 of the timelike Killing vector ta that is

orthogonal to the slice. Multiply Equation (11) by N 1
2R, integrate with

∫
d3x
√
h

over this 3D spatial slice and prepare for an integration by parts by separating off

a total derivative, thus obtaining∫
d3x
√
h[Da(N 1

2RDaR)−N 1
2 (DaR)(DaR)−m2

0N
1
2R2] = 0 , (12)

where Da is a 3D covariant derivative on the spatial slice.

From (12) with m2
0 > 0 and provided the boundary terms arising from the

total derivative give vanishing contributions, one finds that one must have R =

0 throughout the extra-horizon region. The boundary at spatial infinity gives a

vanishing contribution provided R → 0 as r → ∞, while the inner boundary at a

horizon null-surface gives a zero contribution since N = 0 there.

One conclusion that immediately follows from the trace no-hair theorem is that

for solutions that have an asymptotic 1
4 exp(−m0r) scalar Yukawa correction to

the Schwarzschild 1
r behavior as r → ∞, there can be no horizon, because such a

Yukawa correction implies R 6= 0.

The no-hair theorem significantly simplifies the numerical analysis of solutions

because requiring R = 0 means calculations can effectively be done in the R − C2

theory with β = 0, in which the field equations, thankfully, can be reduced to a

system of two second-order equations.

5.2. Schwarzschild and non-Schwarzschild Black Holes

It is apparent from the full vacuum field equations (2) with Tµν = 0 that any

spacetime with Rµν = 0 is also a solution in the quadratic curvature theory (1). So

the Schwarzschild solution is automatically a solution to this theory as well. The

question then arises whether there are any other black-hole type solutions to (2),

i.e. other asymptotically flat solutions with horizons that differ from Schwarzschild.

Counting parameters in an expansion around a horizon and subject to the R = 0

condition, one finds just 3 free parameters. This is the same count as for the

(1,−1) family in the expansion around the origin when also subjected to the R = 0
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condition. So asymptotically flat solutions with a horizon must belong uniquely

to the (1 − 1) solution family, which contains the Schwarzschild solution itself.

The Schwarzschild solution is characterized by two parameters: the mass M of the

black hole, plus the trivial g00 normalization parameter at spatial infinity. So in the

higher-derivative theory, there is just one “non-Schwarzschild” (1,-1) parameter.

In Section 4.2 we saw that it is possible to have a zero of f(r) = 1/A(r) at a

point r0 where one still has B(r0) > 0. The converse is not possible, however. Use

the metric parametrization

ds2 = −B(r)dt2 +
dr2

f(r)
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) , (13)

and consider B(r) vanishing linearly in r − r0 for some r0. Analysis of the field

equations then shows that one must also have f(r) linearly vanishing as r → r0,

and so one has a horizon. One can accordingly make near-horizon expansions

B(r) = c
[
(r − r0) + h2 (r − r0)2 + h3 (r − r0)3 + · · ·

]
f(r) = f1 (r − r0) + f2 (r − r0)2 + f3 (r − r0)3 + · · · (14)

and one finds that the parameters hi and fi for i ≥ 2 can be solved-for in terms

of r0 and f1. For the Schwarzschild solution, one has f1 = 1/r0, so it is conve-

nient to parametrize the deviation from Schwarzschild using a “non-Schwarzschild”

parameter δ with

f1 =
1 + δ

r0
. (15)

Considering variation of this non-Schwarzschild parameter away from the δ = 0

Schwarzschild value, it is clear that changing it generally has to do something to the

solution at infinity. For a solution assumed to have a horizon and holding R = 0,

the only thing that can happen initially is that a rising exponential is turned on, i.e.

asymptotic flatness is lost at spatial infinity. So, for asymptotically flat solutions

with a horizon in the near vicinity of the Schwarzschild solution, the only spherically

symmetric static solution generally is the Schwarzschild solution itself.

This conclusion is formalized15 by considering infinitesimal variations of a so-

lution away from Schwarzschild and proving a no-hair theorem for the linearized

equation governing the variation. This can successfully be done for coefficients α

that are not too large (i.e. for spin-two masses m2 that are not too small). One

concludes that the Schwarzschild black hole is at least in general isolated as an

asymptotically flat solution with a horizon.

Now the question arises: what happens when one moves a finite distance away

from Schwarzschild in terms of the (1,−1) non-Schwarzschild parameter? Does

the loss of asymptotic flatness persist, or does something else happen, with solu-

tions arising that cannot be treated by a linearized analysis in the deviation from

Schwarzschild?
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This can be answered numerically.14 The task becomes one of finding values of

δ 6= 0 for which the generic rising exponential behavior as r → ∞ is suppressed.

What one finds is that there does indeed exist an asymptotically flat family of

non-Schwarzschild black holes which crosses the Schwarzschild family at a special

horizon radius rLich0 . For α = 1
2 , one finds the following phases of black holes:

Schwarzschild BH

non Schwarzschild BH

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
r0

-4

-3

-2

-1

1

GM

Fig. 3. Black-hole masses as a function of horizon radius r0, with a crossing point at rLich
0 ' 0.876.

The dashed straight-line r0 = 2M family consists of Schwarzschild black holes and the curved
solid-line family consists of non-Schwarzschild black holes.

The crossing point rLich0 ' 0.876 between these two black-hole families is key to

a further understanding of the overall structure of the black-hole solutions to the

quadratic curvature theory (1).16

6. The Lichnerowicz equation and implications for stability

Now let us study in more detail the point where the new black hole family crosses

the classic Schwarzschild solution family. We can study solutions in the vicinity of a

Schwarzschild solution by looking at infinitesimal variations of the higher-derivative

equations of motion (2) around an initially Ricci-flat background. For the δRµν
variation of the Ricci tensor away from a background with Rµν = 0 one obtains

γ(δRµν − 1
2gµν δR) + 2(β − 1

3α)(gµν�−∇µ∇ν)δR

−2α� (δRµν − 1
2gµν δR)− 4αRµρνσ δR

ρσ = 0 . (16)

Restricting attention to asymptotically flat solutions with horizons, however, we

know from the trace no-hair theorem that R = 0 so δR = 0 and the δRµν equation

then simplifies, upon recalling that m2
2 = γ

2α , to(
∆L +m2

2

)
δRµν = 0 , (17)

where the Lichnerowicz operator is given by

∆L δRµν ≡ −�δRµν − 2Rµρνσ δR
ρσ . (18)
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Restricting attention to them2
2 > 0 nontachyonic case, one sees that static black hole

solutions deviating from Schwarzschild must have a λ = −m2
2 negative Lichnerowicz

eigenvalue for δRµν .

In a study of the instability of the Euclideanized Schwarzschild solution in

Einstein theory, Gross, Perry and Yaffe found that there is just one normaliz-

able negative-eigenvalue mode of the Lichnerowicz operator for deviations from

the Schwarzschild solution.19 For a Schwarzschild solution of mass M it is

λ ' −0.192M−2 , (19)

so, restoring the Planck mass, one has the relation

m2MLich

M2
Pl

= .438 (20)

Comparing with the numerical results for the new black hole solutions of the

higher-derivative gravity theory, this corresponds nicely to the point where the

new black hole family crosses the Schwarzschild family. This relation to static

deviations from Schwarzschild was already noted in an early study of black hole

stability in the higher-derivative theory.20 Its existence is key to the existence of

the non-Schwarzschild family of static black-hole solutions and it also plays a key

rôle in assessing the stability properties of the Schwarzschild and non-Schwarzschild

families.

6.1. Time Dependent Solutions and Stability

Now consider eνt time-dependent perturbations δRµν away from a Schwarzschild

solution. These must also be solutions to the Lichnerowicz equation (17). For

asymptotically flat solutions with a horizon, we must have R = 0 and δR = 0 in

consequence of the trace no-hair theorem. Then from the Bianchi identity ∇µRµν =
1
2∇νR we obtain ∇µδRµν = 0, so δRµν must be a “TT” quantity. The “TT”

condition for δRµν indicates a kinship to the situation that obtains in Pauli-Fierz

theory, where the linearized field equations for a massive spin-two field ψµν imply

∂µψµν = ψνν = 0.

Analysis of the possibility of growing (Re(ν) > 0) perturbations can be ap-

proached using WKB methods21 or numerically. But in fact, the answer has been

known for some time from the 5D string.22 Considering perturbations about the

5D black string ds2(5) = ds2(4) + dz2 (
h
(4)
µν hµz
hzν hzz

)
(21)

where the z dependence is assumed to be of the form eikz one finds23 that h
(4)
µν

satisfies an equation of the same Lichnerowicz form (∆L + k2)h
(4)
µν = 0 as for δRµν

in (17).
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The Gregory-Laflamme instability is an S-wave (` = 0) spherically symmetric

instability from the 4D perspective. In the higher-derivative theory, it exists for low-

mass Schwarzschild black holes, but disappears for black hole masses M ≥ Mmax

where

m2Mmax

M2
Pl

= .438

This is precisely the crossing point MLich between the family of new black holes

and the Schwarzschild family. Nonlinear dRGT massive gravity,24 which has a

Schwarzschild solution when formulated in a diagonal bimetric form, is subject to

a directly analogous S-wave instability.25,26

Note that this S-wave monopole instability depends on the presence in the theory

of the m2 massive spin-two mode. Massive spin-two radiation has five helicity

states, including helicity zero, which can couple strongly to spherically symmetric

perturbations of the black-hole background. In the R + R2 theory, on the other

hand, study of the quasinormal modes about the Schwarzschild solution shows it

to be stable as long as the spin-zero mode mass is nontachyonic, m2
0 > 0. This is

perhaps not surprizing, since that theory is known to be classically equivalent9 to

ordinary Einstein gravity plus a scalar field with a peculiar potential,20 for which

ordinary stability considerations for general relativity coupled to a positive-energy

scalar field apply.

The transition between a solution phase of classically unstable Schwarzschild

black holes with mass M < Mmax and one of stable black holes with masses M >

Mmax requires passing by an intermediate static perturbation with M = Mmax,

which has been called a “threshold unstable mode” in the thermodynamic context

of Euclidean Quantum Gravity.27 Indeed, the issues of spacetime dynamical insta-

bility and thermodynamic instabilities are known to be linked.28,29 This linkage

is made clear by the identification of the non-Schwarzschild black holes with the

Euclideanized threshold unstable mode.

The classical stability of solutions lying along the non-Schwarzschild trajectory

shown in Figure 3 is not definitely known at present. However, as one passes

along this trajectory the possibility of a change in solution phase may once again

be suggested16 by the existence of an intermediate static perturbation that one

encounters at mass M = Mmax. In this case, the static perturbation from the non-

Schwarzschild family would consist simply of solutions lying along the straight-line

Schwarzschild family of Fig. 3. This suggestion is reinforced also by consideration of

the relative thermodynamic specific heats. Both for the Schwarzschild black holes

and the non-Schwarzschild black holes the specific heats are negative,14 but as one

crosses Mmax there is a changeover from the Schwarzschild black holes having the

more negative specific heat for M < Mmax to the non-Schwarzschild black holes

having the more negative specific heat for M > Mmax.

Accordingly, a suggestion of possible classical stability structure with respect to

S-wave instabilities may be made as shown in Figure 4.
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Schwarzschild BH
non Schwarzschild BH

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
r0

- 4

- 3

- 2

- 1

1

GM

Stable

Unstable

Possibly stable

Possibly unstable

Lichnerowicz crossing
& stability boundary

Fig. 4. Suggested classical stability regimes. The dashed line denotes Schwarzschild black holes
and the solid line denotes non-Schwarzschild black holes.

7. Remembering Professor Abdus Salam

In the years since I met Professor Abdus Salam in 1977, fundamental physics has

made significant progress on many fronts: not least in the conclusive confirmation of

the Standard Model of elementary particle physics, for which Professor Salam was

awarded the Nobel Prize, together with Stephen Weinberg and Sheldon Glashow,

in 1979. Over the years, I remember many conversations with Professor Salam on

questions relating to the quantization of gravity and on its ramifications. Always

in my mind I remember clearly his enthusiasm for these deep issues. And always I

remember the twinkle in his eye; the spirit with which he approached fundamental

physics is with us still.
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